
Treasury Bills

The Treasury bills secondary market traded with mixed

sentiments albeit with slight bearish undertone

witnessed across most maturities, as improved offers

were seen around the long end of the curve. The trend

was sustained throughout the trading session. By market

close, only a handful of trades were consummated

across the mid to the long end of the curve.

Consequently, closing rates remained unchanged from

opening levels.

We expect the mixed sentiments to continue as market

players shift attention to the OMO auction the CBN is

expected to conduct tomorrow.

Daily Market 

Update
Wednesday, 23 March 2022...A daily publication of Treasury Unit of Access Bank Plc.

Money Market

System liquidity opened the day with a balance of

₦104bn but was later depleted by the bond auction

debit of ₦297bn; forcing the market into a repo.

The impact of the bond auction debit spurred the OPR

and Overnight rates by 133bps and 100bps respectively

to close the day at 12.37% and 12.67% as banks

continue to source funds to meet their obligations.

We expect the rates to hover around these levels

tomorrow as no significant activity is expected to occur.

Money Market Rate Movement

Current Previous %∆

I&E Closing 417.00 417.00 0.00

NAFEX 415.58 416.51 (0.22)

FX Rates

NTB Maturity Rate(%) OMO Maturity Rate(%)

28-Apr-22 3.07 31-May-22 3.00

09-Jun-22 1.88 16-Aug-22 3.24

11-Aug-22 3.18 04-Oct-22 3.39

13-Oct-22 3.16 14-Feb-23 3.80

Foreign Exchange

The Apex bank intervened through sales of FX to

Foreign Portfolio Investors, however, demand at the

IEFX market remained high due to the modest inflow of

dollars in that market. As a result, the Naira traded flat

day on day to close at $/₦417.

Also, the NAFEX appreciated by ₦0.93 to close at

$/₦415.58

We expect no significant change in rate tomorrow.
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Bonds

Today, the FGN Bond market traded with a bullish tilt

on the shorter end of the curve with the 2026 paper

taking center stage on the demand list. Bids for the

auction bonds (2026 and 2042 papers) remained at

elevated levels circa 10.18% and 12.74% respectively.

Furthermore, we witnessed minimal activity on the belly

of the curve with emphasis on the 2035 and 2037

bonds. By close of the trading session, the bulk of the

consummated trades were on the shorter end of the

curve. As a result of market dynamics, yields inched up

marginally by 4bps across the benchmark bonds.

We expect the buying sentiment to persist tomorrow as

investors’ appetite for these papers remain strong.

Current 

(%)

Previous 

(%)
%∆

12.75 27-APR-2023 4.49 4.51 (0.44)

13.53 23-MAR-2025 8.78 8.78 0.00

16.2884 17-MAR-2027 10.17 10.17 0.00

13.98 23-FEB-2028 10.19 10.19 0.00

12.40 18-MAR-2036 11.98 11.89 0.76

16.2499 18-APR-2037 12.05 12.05 0.00

12.98 27-MAR-2050 12.80 12.80 0.00

FGN Bond Yields

Global 

Currencies

LIBOR Commodities

CCY Rate Tenor Rate (%) Comm. Price ($)

GBP/USD 1.3202 1M 0.45486 WTI 114.28

EUR/USD 1.0999 3M 0.95371 BRENT 121.13

USD/JPY 121.09 6M 1.38457 GOLD 1,935.87

USD/CHF 0.9310 12M 2.01257 SILVER 25.04

Global Currency, Fixings and CommoditiesMonetary Policy 

Auction Results 

Eurobonds

Key Indicator Current Previous

Monetary Policy Rate (%) 11.50 11.50

Inflation y/y (%) 15.70 15.70

Foreign Reserves (Gross $’Bn ) 39.54 39.58

USD LIBOR Movement

FGN BOND AUCTION – March  21, 

2022
OMO AUCTION – March  17, 2022

Tenor/Maturity 4-year 20-year 89-day 180-day 355-day

Offer / Subscription 

(₦’Bn)
75/231.02 75/367.40 10/59.90 10/70.40 30/270.47

Total Allotment (₦’Bn) 127.00 169.37 10.00 10.00 30

Stop Rate(%) 10.15 12.70 7.00 8.50 10.10
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Security Yield Bid (%) Yield Offer (%) Price Bid Price Offer

ACCESS 6.125% 2026 7.73 7.32 94 95.5

ACCESS 9.125% PERP 11.31 10.73 92 94

ECOBANK 9.5% 2024 8.29 7.63 102.25 103.5

UBA 6.75% 2026 7.79 7.39 96 97.5

GHANA 7.625% MAY 2029 17.91 17.36 62.75 64.25

NIGERIA 7.875% 2032 9.12 8.95 92 93



THE BRENT TRADES $121 A BARREL AHEAD OF EMERGENCY NATO MEETING

The two major benchmarks of the black liquid are bullish towards the start of the New York trading

session today as United States (US) president, Joe Biden, is set to meet with European leaders on

Thursday to have an emergency NATO meeting.

Also weighing in on price is the disruption of Russian and Kazakh crude exports via the CPC pipeline

and also a decline in the U.S. crude inventories, which are all increasing investors’ concerns about a

tight global oil supply.

The global benchmark, the Brent crude futures is up 4.30%, currently trading $121.13 a barrel after the

benchmark had fallen to a low of $114.45. The U.S. benchmark, the West Texas Intermediate (WTI)

crude futures is currently up 4% to $114.28 a barrel, after hitting a low of $108.38 in the Asian session,

earlier today.

Disclaimer - This report is based on information obtained from various sources believed to be reliable and no representation is made that it is accurate or complete. Therefore, all rates shown here are
mark to market rates being published for guidance purposes only. Reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document. Access Bank Plc shall not accept responsibility or liability for errors of fact, or
any opinion expressed herein. This document is for information purposes and private circulation only and may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose without prior
written consent of Access Bank Plc.

Sources: FMDQ, Access Bank Treasury Team, Bloomberg, CBN, Nairametrics, Investing.com 

SENATE CONFIRMS 7 MEMBERS OF CBN’S MONETARY POLICY COMMITTEE

The Nigerian Senate has confirmed the nomination of 7 members of the Monetary Policy Committee

(MPC) of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). The confirmation of the nominees which was done during

plenary on Wednesday followed the consideration of a report of the Committee on Banking, Insurance

and Other Financial Institutions.

President Muhammadu Buhari had in a letter to the Senate dated February 23, explained that the

confirmation and membership renewal request was made pursuant to Section 12(4) of the Central

Bank Act, 2007. While making a presentation of its report, the Chairman of the committee, Senator

Uba Sani (APC-Kaduna), said the nominees possessed the academic qualifications, technical

knowledge and professional experience to be members of the monetary policy committee of the CBN.
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